GRAND AMERICAN AMMUNITION INFORMATION
Please accept the following information regarding ammunition availability for the 2021 AIM
Championships and the Grand American:
Unless ammunition becomes more widely available, our plan is to offer ammunition to you based
upon the events and practice rounds for which you have cashiered.
Software has been developed by the ATA which will allow you to swipe your membership card at
a kiosk at the shell house to reveal the number of boxes of shells applicable to the number of
events you have pre-cashiered or cashiered.
You may then decide how many boxes you want to purchase at that time. Once you have done
that a voucher will print which you can give to a shell house staff member. You must have a
voucher to purchase shells. Reprints, copies, or reproductions of the vouchers will NOT be
accepted or made. The shell house staff member will fill your order and then you will be required
to sign the voucher. The voucher will be kept and filed by shell house personnel. You can
purchase as many or as few shells at a time as you wish based upon the events you have
cashiered. Each time you cashier an event or print a voucher our database will update the
number of boxes you may purchase.
Briley token systems were recently installed at the WSRC. We will be utilizing these token
systems this year on the practice/make up/demo fields. This will reduce the number of staff
members needed for these fields. We will still have scorekeepers for make-up, but not for
practice and demo. The tokens allow the user 27 targets per round. Practice shooters may
request a voucher with the purchase of each token which may be used to purchase one box of
shells at the shell house.
A voucher system will also be used for shoot off participants in need of ammunition. These
shooters may request a voucher when checking in for shoot offs. Shells for the shoot off shooters
will be available for purchase near the shoot off building each evening.
Although ammo sales at the Grand usually average about two-thirds of all targets shot, our
sponsoring ammunition manufacturers have committed to supplying the ATA with ammunition
levels which exceed the total number of targets shot during the 2019 Grand American at Sparta.
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